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Abstract— Increasing pressures on physicians demand 

effective time management and menace skilled satisfaction. 

Effective time management doubtless will increase 

productivity, promotes advancement, limits burnout and 

improves each skilled and private satisfaction. However, 

ways for up time management are lacking within the current 

medical literature. Adapting time management techniques 

from the medical and nonmedical literature could improve 

doctor time management habits. In order to expertise there 

four categories to be well practised with, setting short and 

semi-permanent goals, setting priorities among competitor 

responsibilities, designing and organising activities and 

minimising ‘time wasters’. Efforts to enhance time 

management will increase doctor productivity and enhance 

career satisfaction. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Maintaining work–life balance as a doctor necessitates 

learning a way to improve efficiency and effectively manage 

the restricted resource of accessible time. Indeed, pressures 

on physicians have recently accrued, partially because of 

changes in doctor compensation and a decrease within the 

convenience of funding to support erudite and patient-centred 

endeavours are better.  Physicians presently manage a 

growing variety of more and more advanced patients in less 

time, agitate a bigger volume of body work are a lot of simply 

accessible via email, pagers, mobile phones and different 

technological advances, all factors conducive to High rates of 

skilled burnout? As a result, Physicians more and more report 

major challenges in managing time demands. However, few 

medical publications directly address the matter of a way to 

improve time management skills for physicians. Though 

business, business and also the legal professions 

acknowledge the importance of tm coaching, there are few 

current tm coaching seminars on the market to physicians. 

Though some extremely in physicians seem to own limitless 

time, it's truly the management rather that absolutely the 

quantity of your time that varies. Merely expressed, 

physicians should determine effective tm approaches to push 

their skilled success and private satisfaction. 

While not these, all aspects of one’s career are 

adversely affected, together with clinical productivity, 

success as an administrator or teacher, and meeting vital 

deadlines. Lack of success in these areas impedes growth 

inside an establishment or apply, slows promotion and 

undermines recognition, ultimately decreasing doctor job 

satisfaction. The ensuing stress impacts the physician’s 

personal life, additional undermining the general sense of 

satisfaction and increasing the chance of burnout. It’s well 

recognised that physician’s expertise high rates of depression 

and suicide, further as burnout, maybe partially associated 

with poor tm practices. On a broader scale, educational 

medical centres, national skilled organisations and also the 

public ought to concentrate as a result of every of those 

entities benefit greatly from effective and in physicians and 

thus can be expected to help physicians in developing 

effective tm skills. Paradoxically, there are few printed 

studies within the medical literature to help physicians in 

rising tm techniques. to spot tm techniques for this review, 

we tend to performed a MEDLINE search using the terms 

‘time management’, ‘physician’, ‘burnout’ and ‘career 

development’. With this approach 5624 studies were 

identified and reviewed by title and abstract. Of these, 5412 

studies were excluded as unrelated to tm for physicians. 

Though most of the remaining two hundred and twelve 

researches alluded to the importance of developing effective 

tm skills to manage stress and in early career development 

and steered that effective tm could be a competence for doctor 

excellence, few printed studies provided specific 

recommendations for implementing effective tm skills (from 

the fig.1) 

 
Fig. 1: Block Diagram for Time Management 

II. SETTING SHORT AND LONG-TERM GOALS 

One common apply of extremely effective professionals is to 

oftentimes set and revise goals. These goals may be divided 

into short and semi-permanent aims. Consultant’s define 

short-run goals as accomplishable at intervals 1–3 years, 

whereas semi-permanent goals generally need 5–10 years. 

One common doctor error is to permit semi-permanent goals 

to be dominated by a lot of immediate and imperative short-

run time demands. Regular review of long-run goals 

promotes thoughtful decision-making as new short-run 

opportunities seem. Distinguishing and protective time 
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needed to line and achieve long-run goals facilitates enduring 

skilled success. Admittedly, achieving semi-permanent goals 

would possibly need finishing a series of short milestones. 

For instance, young physician-scientists are needed to plan 

studies, publish manuscripts, gift at national conferences, and 

submit grant applications as interim steps towards 

educational promotion. A distinct set of short-run goals is 

needed for colleagues aiming to instructional leadership 

positions or clinical directorships. Therefore, most 

physician’s benefit from periodic review by a trusty mentor 

and/or colleague to assess progress on short accomplishments 

on the trail towards achieving semi-permanent goals. 

III. PRINCIPLES OF GOAL SETTING 

Honest reality testing is needed to see whether or not goals 

area unit doable primarily based upon the physician’s skills 

and current skilled standing. This exercise is vital since the 

pursuit of phantasmagoria or conflicting goals ultimately 

results in frustration and skilled discontentedness. As an 

alternative, setting goals too cautiously promotes stagnation 

and ineffective use of skilled talent and should conjointly 

limit skilled satisfaction. Skilled growth and promotion might 

seem overwhelming or unattainable inconsiderately of their 

part. What percentage lectures, publications, teaching or 

patient encounters are needed for advancement? Choosing 

intermediator achievements on the trail to semi-permanent 

goals facilitates realistic determination of their final 

possibility. A young physician’s career could stall while not 

a career arrange that clearly defines intermediate goals 

needed for advancement. In part, the target mostly defines the 

go-between steps needed to realize it. For instance, if 

departmental chairman is that the final goal, then turning into 

a freelance investigator with national or international 

recognition, heading key hospital committees, and 

establishing academic leadership are acceptable short-run 

goals. If the goal is clinical director of the apply, a unique set 

of goals is important and would possibly embrace serving as 

quality improvement director, chair of a clinical access 

committee or director of population management. The 

importance of distinguishing and observance short-run goals 

will increase as aspirations become a lot of formidable. The 

discipline to line semi-permanent goals is exemplified by the 

novice runner coaching for a marathon. Each 1, two or 5-mile 

run could be a crucial and measurable step toward the semi-

permanent goal of running the total marathon distance. In a 

similar fashion, a productive doctor monitors short-run 

accomplishments on the trail towards achieving long-run 

goals. Periodic and perennial reality testing provides the 

chance for internal and external feedback to assess whether 

or not the doctor is on course to achieving long-run goals. 

Specifically, is that the pace of achieving interim goals on 

schedule and is that the long-run goal realistic? Do external 

demands, each skilled and private, necessitate goal revision? 

IV. SETTING PRIORITIES AMONG COMPETING 

RESPONSIBILITIES  

A. New Responsibilities 

The daily routine of physicians includes managing varied 

existing responsibilities and expectations likewise as requests 

for brand new opportunities and the additional required 

responsibilities. Productive tm needs separating ‘the wheat 

from the chaff’ among these opportunities. Requests for 

physician’s time are usually created without information of 

pre-existing time demands and assume that each activity is of 

equal importance and price. Awareness of the physician’s 

short and long-run goals determines that activities square 

measure presumably to attain progress. Before agreeing to 

new requests, physicians should confirm whether or not the 

new committee service, lecture, clinical responsibility or 

analysis application can advance or retard progress towards 

short and long-run goals. The solution to the current question 

can confirm whether or not time ought to be dedicated to the 

new activity or if a polite however firm ‘No, however many 

thanks for this opportunity’ is that the most applicable reply. 

However, a polite decline isn't continually applicable once a 

superior problems the request. during this case, before 

agreeing to the request, the doctor ought to raise ‘What should 

I quit so as to just accept this new responsibility?’ as an 

alternative, it's going to be attainable to just accept the new 

responsibility for a restricted amount of your time or delay its 

acceptance till alternative key goals or the tasks are achieved 

responsibilities and goals promotes growth and skilled 

satisfaction. 

B. Existing Responsibilities 

Balancing multiple existing responsibilities may be a 

common doctor challenge. Covey’s Time Management 

Matrix Technique provides a helpful construct for prioritising 

existing responsibilities. The TMM Tasks the skilled to 

classify every responsibility as ‘Important’ or ‘Non-

important’ and ‘Urgent’ or ‘Non-urgent’. Though doctor 

tasks might seem at first to be equally ‘important’, effective 

thulium needs that tasks be prioritised by their relative 

importance for achieving career goals. In medication, 

‘urgent’ patient care problems usually interfere with effective 

thulium by displacing work on ‘important’ comes that are 

central to career development.  

This conflict has given rise to the conception of 

‘protected time’ within which non-clinical goals are less 

readily interrupted by clinical necessity. However, even 

physicians with restricted protected time will with success 

use the principles of Covey’s TMMT to prioritize tasks in 

regard to their individual goals. To acknowledge the 

challenge that physicians face in labelling any of their tasks 

as ‘non-important’ or ‘non-urgent’, we have a tendency to 

slightly tailored Covey’s TMMT by touching on these tasks 

as ‘less important’ or ‘less urgent’. Thus, the four quadrants 

in our revised TMMT are: I—Important and pressing; II—

Important and fewer urgent; III—Less vital and urgent; and 

IV—Less vital and fewer urgent. Correct and honest 

placement of responsibilities into one among the four 

quadrants encourages realistic comparisons of daily, weekly 

or monthly tasks. This act itself focuses attention and time 

allocation on activities in quadrants I and II, the key tasks that 

promote advancement towards long-run accomplishment. 

especially, efforts dedicated to ‘important but less urgent’ 

activities represent the foremost efficient use of your time and 

energy however typically necessitate adequate blocks of your 

time to allow concentration sufficient for the specified 

creative thinking, coming up with and implementation. 
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Admittedly, the physician’s priorities could also be forced 

into quadrant I as surprising clinical demands or pressing 

deadlines arise. However, the approaching deadlines and long 

hours related to these quadrant I activities are most frequently 

amid stress and exhaustion that negatively impact the 

completion of different tasks. As a result of these tasks are 

‘non-urgent’, the very activities possibly to market 

accomplishment are often avoided till they become ‘urgent’. 

Notably, the first threats to quadrant II activities return from 

the 2 ‘urgent’ quadrants whereas pressing and necessary 

activities often acquire the highest priority, triple-crown 

metallic element depends upon progress on necessary 

however less pressing ones in part of lower however pressing 

activities for instance, programing time weekly for writing 

manuscripts, making ready grant proposals, developing a 

brand new academic course of study or for body efforts to 

enhance clinical apply before committing time to different 

pressing however lower time demands is an efficient metallic 

element technique. Admittedly, doctor activities categorized 

as ‘less important’ or ‘less urgent’ could also be perceived as 

‘important’ and ‘urgent’ to others, together with colleagues 

and superiors. Whereas ignoring these activities isn't 

advisable, a number of these requests will be negotiated to a 

lower priority. 

V. PLANNING AND ORGANISING ACTIVITIES  

A. Finding Time for Important Activities 

After goals are chosen and activities classified by their 

relative importance and urgency, succeeding step is to work 

out the way to most effectively complete key tasks. This 

needs advanced coming up with that extends on the far side a 

daily calendar that doesn't permit adequate preparation and 

organisation for achieving short or long run goals. ‘One day 

only’ coming up with promptly becomes reactionary, 

unwittingly shunting attention towards‘urgent’activities. 

Developing a weekly or monthly schedule could be 

a more practical strategy for achieving long-run goals. The 

advantage of this proactive approach is that it identifies 

accessible time prior to which will be dedicated to ‘important’ 

however ‘less urgent’ activities. Self-reflection permits 

physicians to identify best times for greatest productivity. 

Attention to individual amount learning patterns provides 

valuable steering for organising the day, week and month. for 

instance, being associate ‘early morning riser’, ‘afternoon 

speaker’ or ‘night owl’ could also be a definite character 

attribute that when recognised promotes effectiveness by 

allowing extremely productive times of the day to be 

consciously joined with the foremost important comes. Some 

physicians is additionally best early inside the week before 

competitive pressing demands appear, whereas others have to 

be compelled to ‘clear the desk’ of responsibilities weekly 

before that specialise in quadrant II activities.  

B. What Period of Time is Necessary? 

Ensuring that an adequate quantity of uninterrupted time is 

offered to complete a measurable element of the task is 

crucial to success. Limiting regular or special interruptions is 

vital since initiating or resuming comes usually needs 

significant ‘energy of activation’ so as to focus attention. As 

an example, writing a part of an advanced manuscript, grant 

or clinical proposal ought to be reserved for times of highest 

energy, greatest power and, once obtainable, sufficient 

uninterrupted time to finish the task. However, a protracted 

period isn't essentially needed and looking forward to long 

stretches of free time to look on the calendar may result in 

delays current. In fact, one effective metal technique to scale 

back procrastination is to devote a brief quantity of your time 

each day to a project, thereby making measureable 

increments current. In distinction, responding to email and 

phone calls is also relegated to lower energy times of the day 

or to temporary periods of your time between regular 

activities.  

C. Selecting the Optimal Venue for Important Tasks 

Where will work be accomplished most effectively on 

projects requiring the best concentration? A correct answer to 

the current question promotes productivity. The best venue 

could also be at work, a home office, eating place, porch or 

elsewhere that affords lowest interruption and distraction and 

may consider the physician’s amount of outside alertness.25 

twenty six made physicians overcome peer pressure that may 

otherwise confirm wherever one ‘should’ do work; the first 

goal is to be productive, to not appease colleagues. The 

foremost necessary tasks be a continual reservation at this 

best location 

D. How to Plan and Organise Activities 

Effective Tm clearly needs organisational ability. Each day, 

week or month is planned prior to. Though personal 

programing preferences disagree, organising and adhering to 

a schedule, in addition as management and awareness of the 

calendar, are keys to effective Tm. If Thursdays are utterly 

filled with a busy clinic, multiple conferences or frequently 

scheduled teaching commitments, then a special day could be 

a way superior alternative for manuscript writing or 

developing new quality improvement initiatives. Organising 

the calendar by grouping similar activities like conferences, 

clinical work or teaching activities during a manner that 

reserves alternative larger blocks of your time for activities 

that need a lot of concentration promotes effective Tm. 

Ideally, effective Tm includes blocks of ‘reserved time’ a 

minimum of once weekly for quadrant II activities. 

Awareness of successive day’s schedule is an efficient Tm 

technique. The conception of ‘activation energy’ to start a 

task conjointly applies to every workday. Making ready for 

the day throughout the morning’s commute or the evening 

before ensures that valuable workday time isn't lost merely 

due an absence of awareness of planned activities. This can 

be particularly vital before every work week begins so as to 

spot the obtainable time periods to advance quadrant II 

activities. Preparation facilitates progress on daily tasks by 

straight off aiming to the mop on arrival at work 

VI. MINIMIZING TIME WASTERS 

TM specialists have identified various potential ‘time 

wasters’. This term refers to interruptions, distractions and 

different delays that perniciously scale back productive time. 

10 common measure wasters relevant for physicians are 

carefully detailed. 
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A. Physical Interruptions 

A major supply of lost time is interruption from colleagues. 

These surprising, and sometimes accidentally poorly regular, 

visits are notably problematic not solely as a result of the 

interrupt progress however as a result of the traveller 

additionally could request help with ‘urgent’ however ‘less 

important’ tasks within the physician’s TMMT. One effective 

resolution is to shut the office door throughout tasks that need 

supreme concentration and to open it once contact and 

collaboration with others isn't solely welcome however is also 

reciprocally beneficial. Most colleagues learn to respect the 

message inexplicit these actions, permitting the medical man 

to recapture otherwise lost time. 

B. Technological Interruptions 

Email, phone calls and pagers interrupt doctors in an 

exceedingly manner kind of like sudden guests and area unit 

frequent sources of physician complaints. Improper use of 

email, ironically designed to save lots of time, is one in all the 

foremost common doctor time wasters. Used properly, email 

will be an implausibly powerful tm tool; but, several find it 

impedes productivity. As an example, checking for and 

responding to new messages each jiffy promotes behaviours 

that undermine productivity. Ideally, email ought to be 

accessed three to four times per day with ‘offline time’ 

regular middle disabling the sounding tone that accompanies 

every new message additionally avoids distraction and 

recaptures time. Brief, interim periods of your time between 

longer activities area unit optimum for responding to new 

messages one exception may be a description that 

necessitates time-sensitive clinical or body responses, 

however in these cases the choice could be an acutely aware 

one. Inbuilt email options permit messages to be union or 

mechanically deleted and ideal for pre-formatted text phrases 

or signatures that are repeatedly used. Ideally, electronic 

messages ought to be handled one time, a recommendation 

that additionally applies to work that crosses the physicians 

table. Needless messages will be discarded right away, key 

data are often filed for later review and solely the rest needs 

action. The imperative to handle every message once will 

increase the importance of checking email solely a number of 

times per day.  

C. Hidden Time: Waiting To Be Reclaimed 

Regardless of the specific responsibilities, all physicians have 

‘hidden time’, lost whereas awaiting conferences, 

conferences or patients. By carrying work, a private digital 

assistant, day planner or different tasks that may be 

completed whereas waiting, hidden time is recaptured. 

Traveling is another vital supply of utile time. Time is 

recaptured just by adjusting the mode of transportation. 

Physicians on public transportation will scan medical 

journals, edit manuscripts, or review slides for future 

displays. Commuting drivers will hear continued medical 

education recordings, learn a brand new language to expand 

patient care skills, or reflect on long-term career goals. 

Paradoxically, concentrate on non-career interests or mental 

relaxation usually promotes innovative thinking on current 

and future comes 

VII. CONCLUSION & FUTURE SCOPE 

Physicians seeking to enhance productivity will determine 

and follow tm skills that increase efficiency and satisfaction 

similarly as scale back skilled and private stress. Though 

lifelong behavioural amendment and vigilance are needed to 

implement and maintain effective tm, readers are inspired to 

first determine one or 2 areas of thulium inefficiency and 

endeavour to enhance in these areas. Once these have been 

with success self-addressed, extra thulium techniques may be 

enforced. By increasing skilled satisfaction and reducing 

stress, career satisfaction may be increased, larger work– life 

balance may be achieved, and long-run growth similarly as 

accomplishment will be re-invigorated. 
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